
Sophomores Week 2 KFC GMO story (true or not) 
Sunday, September 12, 2010 Review, ss present about another’s summer, new TT, KFC hoax, discussion 
 Note: Do NOT tell ss whether the GMO story is true or not until the next class. 
 Possible debate on whether it’s true or not, based on how many feel each way. 

 

 Bring out old TT and take volunteers to show how well they can say it. 
o Keeping track of times volunteering. 
o Have everyone repeat it a few times. 
 

 Review questions about class: 
1) What don’t you need to bring to class? = a dictionary. 

Why not? 
2) What should you bring to every class? = a notebook just for this class. 

What will I do to your notebook? = grade it. 
3) What is the biggest part of your grade? = Participation 

Why? = It’s a participation class… (various answers) 
4) What should you do as little as possible? = speak Chinese 
5) What should you always do carefully? = follow instructions 
6) What should you do before class? = Take ten minutes to review. 

Why? = So everything’s fresh in your mind. 
7) What should you never do? = talk when other students are performing in front of the class. 

Why? = It’s rude, I can’t hear them, you aren’t listening to them… 
8) Why will you have some homework? = so you remember what you’ve learned. And get more practice! 

 
 

 Presentations about another ss + check homework. 
o Allow a couple minutes for ss to gather more information about one person’s vacation = whoever gave them 

the most interesting answer to one of their questions. [Monday class can optionally just give one sentence for 
5 people, but must do the sentence structure correctly]. 

o Ss take turns coming up and talking about another ss’s summer vacation. 
o Check to see they actually wrote at least 5 sentences about 5 people.  
 

 New TT: The Colonel Sander’s Kentucky Fried Chicken is finger lickin’ good. 
o First show them the picture of the Colonel and see if they know who he is. (cover writing on picture) 
o Next find out if they know what KFC stand’s for. 
o Practice TT. 
 

 Intro how I found out about the KFC GMO chicken story. 
o Tell story of how a friend told me he’d never eat chicken at KFC again. 
o Say he said that it was in the news and everyone knew about it. 
o Say I was skeptical and wanted to investigate the claim myself. I wanted to do some research and see what 

evidence I could find. 
 Go over a few words = write them on the board and have ss tell me the definitions if they can. 

o Students must write down the words and their definitions. 
skeptical claim fact  rumor evidence investigate research 
1) Skeptical: not convinced, not believing without looking into the matter further. 
2) Claim: statement that something is true. 
3) Rumor: a story that people are telling each other, but which hasn’t been proven to be true yet. 
4) Fact: something proven to be true. Scientific fact. Or known by observation or direct experience. 
5) Evidence: the things that prove something is true. It can be experiments. If there was a murder, and 

someone was stabbed with a knife, a bloody knife would be evidence. 
6) Investigate: to look into something, research it, find out about it, attempt to learn the facts about something. 

A detective/policeman will investigate a crime. 
7) Research: similar to investigate, but used more for talking about science. 

 



 
 Story (true or false)  about KFC and genetically modified chicken 

NOTE: Tell ss I found this information, and a picture. 
o Read the text once. NOTE: can draw a picture to illustrate likely unfamiliar words = beak, feathers, tube, 

pump… 
o See if ss can repeat back to me what it’s about. 
o I read it again and ss do gap fill, BUT FIRST, read the missing words and have them repeat them. 
o SS do matching. 
o Review matching. 
o MAKE SURE TO ASK SS IF THERE ARE ANY OTHER WORDS THEY DON’T UNDERSTAND. 
o Read again as a group (either I read it if short for time, or they take turns when I call their names). 

 Comprehension questions about the information. Stress it is according to the email. 
1) Who did the research on KFC’s chicken? = University of New Hampshire. 
2) What does KFC use instead of real chickens? = Genetically manipulated organisms. 
3) What don’t the “organisms” have that real chickens have? = beaks and feathers. 
4) How does KFC feed the chicken-organisms? = pump nutrients into their bodies using tubes. 
5) How can KFC save money by using “chicken-like organisms” instead of real chickens? = get more meat; 

don’t have to remove feathers or beaks. 
6) Why doesn’t KFC use the word “chicken” anymore? 
7) What does the author suggest KFC should change their name to? = KFO. 
 
 

 Ss ask each other if they believe the story is true. 
o Go over some ways to ask and some ways to answer. 
o Ss interview another ss and get as much information as possible 

 Survey to see how many people believe it’s true. 
o Ss say if their partner (not themselves) believe it’s true or not. 
o Write on the board how many believe and don’t believe. {if it’s roughly equal can have a debate later}. 
 

 Discussion: SS discuss the questions in groups. 
o Ss decide “yes” or “no” for each question and some reasons why. 
o Each member makes some notes so they can talk about it. 

 The Questions: 
o Ask ss and then write them on the board, one at a time. 

1) [Optional: discuss whether it’s true or not.] 
2) Do you think the picture is real? How did someone get this picture? 
3) Where did the text come from? [answer = email] 
4) Why do you think the person who wrote the text wants everyone to read it? 
5) Is it a good idea to create a genetically manipulated chicken? 
6) Would you eat the genetically manipulated chickens? If they weren’t bad for your health? 
7) If KFC uses genetically manipulated chickens, should they have to tell the public? 
8) Should KFC be punished for using GMOs? How? 
9) If you had a restaurant, and you could secretly use genetically modified animals, would you? 
10) If the claim is just a rumor, should the writer be punished for spreading a lie? How? 
 

 Filler ideas: 
1) Vocabulary with opposites. 
2) Making a story by drawing a picture on the board and ss adding to it. 
3) Word association (should have a ball or something to throw around, and ss stand in a circle). 
 



 

Does KFC Use Real Chickens? 

KFC has been a part of our American [     ] for many years. Many people, day 
in and day out, eat at KFC religiously. Do they really know what they are 
eating? During a [     ] study of KFC done at the University of New Hampshire, 
they found some very [     ] facts. 
 

First of all, has anybody [     ] that just recently, the company has changed their 
name? Kentucky Fried Chicken has [     ] KFC. Does anybody know why? We 
thought the real reason was because of the "FRIED" food [     ]. They didn’t 
want the word “fried” in the name of the restaurant, because people wouldn’t 
think it was healthy food. But that’s not the real reason. The reason they call it 
KFC is because they can’t use the word “chicken” [     ]. Why? 
 

KFC does not use real chickens. They [     ] use genetically manipulated 
organisms. They’re ORGANISMS, not chickens! They were created to have 
extra wings and legs. These so-called "chickens" are [     ] alive by tubes 
inserted into their bodies to pump blood and nutrients [     ] their structure. They 
have no beaks and no feathers. Their bone structure is dramatically [     ] to get 
more meat out of them. This is great for KFC because they do not have to pay 
so much for their [     ] costs. 
 

There is no more plucking of the feathers or the [     ] of the beaks. The 
government has told them to change all of their [     ] so they do not say 
“chicken” anywhere. If you look closely you will notice this. Listen to their 
[     ], I guarantee you will not see or hear the word “chicken”. I find this [     ] 
to be very disturbing. I hope people will start to [     ] this and let other people 
know. Please [     this message to as many people as you can. Together we 
make KFC start using [     ] chicken again. Otherwise they should change the 
name of the restaurant to KFO: “Kentucky Fried Organisms”! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Missing words: 
1. actually 
2. anymore 
3. become 
4. commercials 
5. forward 
6. issue 
7. kept 
8. matter 
9. menus 
10. noticed 
11. production 
12. real 
13. realize 
14. recent 
15. removal 
16. shrunk 
17. throughout 
18. traditions 
19. upsetting 

  
 Some words you might not be very familiar with. Try to match the words and definitions 

o Put the correct letter from the first column into the empty boxes by the definitions. 
a Religiously (adv.)   A part of DNA that causes heredity (inherited characteristics from parents) 
b Gene genetically   Ingredients of food which give the body strength. 
c Manipulate   Living things. 
d Organisms   The hard end of a bird’s nose and mouth. 
e Nutrient   The things that cover the skin of birds and enable them to fly. 
f Dramatically (adj)   To control in order to change. 
g Beak   To do something regularly and habitually. 
h Feathers   To make uncomfortable, worried, or nervous. 
i Pluck plucking   To pick or pull something small off of something bigger 
j Guarantee   To promise that something is true. 
k Disturb disturbing    Extremely.  

 

 Ask another student if he or she believes this claim, and find out why. Write their reasons for their view on 
the back of this paper, or in your notebook.  Note: they can’t choose to not know. 
o So, what’s your opinion on this? Do you think it’s true? 
o I’d really like to know what you think about this.  

 

 NOTE: Ways to express your feeling about whether you believe it or not: 
Believe it’s true Don’t believe it’s true. 
I’m convinced it’s true. I think it’s absurd/ridiculous! 
The evidence is convincing. It’s rubbish! 
It sounds right to me. The evidence is unconvincing. 
I wouldn’t be surprised if it were true. I just don’t think it’s possible. 
I don’t doubt it. It’s just a rumor. 



 


